Aran: Love me Harder - Alien Paranormal Romance

The old wars have ended and the scientists
no longer need the genetically engineered
men they designed to fight for them. In the
aftermath of the final battle, Arans choices
are clear. Stay on his planet and be
decommissioned for good or leave in
search of a new home and the one thing he
was told he could never havea mate. When
Rena meets Aran at a party, she doesnt
know what to make of the imposing
stranger or his desire to know her better.
Targeted by a terrorist cell because of a job
she no longer has, Rena must rely on Arans
strength and cunning if she plans to live
long enough to collect unemployment.
Every moment spent with Rena awakens
feelings Aran has never experienced. Shes
the one, his mate. Now all he has to do is
convince her. With his past closer than he
ever imagined, and the bright future he
dreamed of within his grasp, Aran is
willing to fight to the death for a chance to
truly live. This book contains adult content
it is not recommended for readers under
the age of 18
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